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1. Corrections 
Updated plan nos. 
08676 EX01D; 08676_EX02; 08676_EX03; 08676_EX04; 08676_EX05; 
08676_EX06; 08676_EX07;  8676_EX08B; 088676EX09; 08676EX10; 
08676_EX11; 08676_EX12;  8676_EX13; 08676_EX14; 08676_EX15; 
08676_EX16; 08676_EX17; 08676_SD01U; 08676_SD02H; 08676_SD03F; 
08676_SD04F; 08676_SD05; 08676_SD06; 08676_SD07; 08676_SD08; 
08676_SD09; 08676_SD20F; 08676_SD21E; 08676_SD22; 08676_SD23; 
08676.SD24A; 08676_SD25A; 08676_SD30;  08676_SD31; 08676_SD32; 
08676_SD33; 08676_SD34; 08676_SD40A; 08676_SD41C;  08676_SD50A; 
08676_SD51A; 08676_SD52A; 08676_SD53A; 08676_SD54A & 08676_SD55A. 
 
2. Additional Consultations 
The following consultation responses have been received since the report was 
written: 
 
2a. Highways Agency 
Transport Assessment (TA) 
Following submission of the original TA, the Highways Agency requested that 
justification be provided for assessment of the storage yard as existing B8 
development.  Unfortunately, the case presented in the letter received from the 
applicant does not provide sufficient evidence to support this assessment 
methodology. The Agency does however acknowledge that the quantum of 
proposed development assessed within the TA is now consistent with that set out 
in the planning application. The Agency also notes the incorporation of sensitivity 
tests using alternative trip rate parameters and amended peak hours, at the 
request of Plymouth City Council. 
 
Section 6.6 of the TA provides an estimation of trip distribution in the vicinity of 
the site based on 2001 census travel to work data. However, the potential 
distribution of trips onto the Strategic Road Network (SRN) is only described in 
the supporting letter (sent 2/07/10) and is based on assumption and 
undocumented census comparison.  Given the peak hour net trip impact 
anticipated, and regarding comments made above in relation to assessment of 
existing storage area trips, the Agency has undertaken further analysis to 
determine the potential impact on the SRN. As such we are now in a position to 
conclude that the volume of trips anticipated to impact on the SRN can be 



sufficiently mitigated through a robust Travel Plan such that the proposed 
development would not result in a detrimental impact on the SRN. 
 
Travel Plan (TP) 
The TP currently provides a good description of existing site characteristics and 
sustainable transport infrastructure. Ideally, the full TP will contain a greater level 
of detail regarding the measurers, including how they will be implemented and 
timescales for each stage. The Agency notes the inclusion of a car sharing 
scheme among the proposed measures, with potential benefits in terms of a 
reduction in trips on the SRN. It is also stated that Princess Yachts will support 
the use of local buses with the offer of free/discounted bus passes.  The Agency 
requested further details as part of the full TP to understand the routes that would 
be covered by these passes.  The Agency will require confirmation in the full TP 
that the full range of measures will mitigate impact on the SRN wherever 
possible. 
 
Following previous comments from the Agency regarding the TP, it is 
acknowledged that the current car mode share figures have been amended and 
are now representative of the census car driver figure for the Devonport Ward.  
However, the full TP would benefit from further detail on the proposed monitoring 
framework, including details of the survey techniques to be used. 
 
The acceptability of the full TP will need to be agreed in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority and Local Highway Authority in consultation with the 
Highways Agency acting on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport, in 
advance of the occupation of the development. 
 
Conclusion  
The Highways Agency has no objection to the application, and directs that a 
condition regarding production of a full TP must be attached to any planning 
permission this Authority might be minded to grant. 
 
To expedite production of the travel plan, the Agency understands that the 
Council intends to hold a meeting with the applicants and that the presence of 
the Agency is welcomed.  The Agency considers that a meeting to discuss the 
requirements of the TP with both the Highway Authority and the applicants would 
be beneficial to all parties.  In this regard, the Agency is happy to host this event, 
although, regardless of venue, the Agency will welcome early discussion such 
that a date and time can be set at the earliest convenience of all attendees. 
 
2b. English Heritage   
English Heritage have: 
(i) pointed out that their comment on trees were made as a result of a plan shown 
on the Council's webpage (the source of this plan is unknown, but the architect 
has clarified that there are no trees proposed, only a row of lamp standards) 



(ii) informed the Council that they have received, and are considering, an 
application for the listing of No. 3 slip. 
 
3. Comment: 
None of the above substantially alters the report or recommendation. 
 
Listing application 
The application made to English Heritage to list the No. 3 slip does not impinge 
upon the Planning Committee's authority to determine this application. In the 
event that English Heritage decide to list No.3 slip, and the listing is confirmed, a 
separate listed building consent would be required to dismantle the raised head 
and implement the current proposal. 
 
Noise conditions 
No further comment has been received from Public Protection Service (PPS) in 
relation to the provision noise conditions - condition 14 (noise mitigation scheme) 
and condition 15 (implementation of noise mitigation scheme). They are awaiting 
the results of the ambient noise survey before commenting further.  In the 
circumstances, delegated authority is sought by officers to adjust the wording of 
these conditions if necessary, after the survey has been completed and on the 
advice of PPS. 
 
Travel Plan condition 
The Highways Agency have recommended a travel plan condition that is very 
similar to that recommended by the Highway Authority. In order to avoid 
unnecessary duplication, it is proposed to substitute proposed condition 26 
(Travel Plan) with the Highways Agency wording, slightly amended to add the 
Highways Authority clauses. The new wording of the condition 26 is set out 
below. 
 
4. RECOMMENDATION remains as per the report (with amended wording 
condition 26 substituted - see below) and delegated authority to officers to 
adjust the wording of conditions 14 and 15. 
 
(26) A comprehensive Travel Plan will be developed for all elements of the 
development hereby permitted. The acceptability of the Travel Plan  will need  to 
be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority and Local Highway Authority  
(in consultation with the Highways Agency acting on behalf of the Secretary of 
State for Transport), in advance of occupation of the development. 
 
The Travel Plan will need to be prepared in line with prevailing policy and best 
practice and shall as a minimum include: 
 identification for targets  for trip reduction and modal shift 
 methods to be employed to meet these targets 
 mechanisms for monitoring  and review 
 mechanisms for reporting 



 penalties to be applied in the event that targets are not met 
 mechanisms for mitigation 
 implementation of Travel Plan to an agreed timescale  or timetable and its 

operation  thereafter 
 mechanisms to secure variations to the Travel Plan following monitoring and 

review 
 appointment of a Travel Plan Coordinator 
 measures to control the use of permitted parking areas 
 
The Travel Plan shall be entered and monitored through the I trace travel plan 
management tool. 
 
The Travel Plan shall be operated from the date of first occupation of any part of 
the development.  A review of the target shall be undertaken within 3 months of 
the occupation of the development, and annually thereafter at the time of 
submission of the annual Travel Plan Report. 
 
Reason: 
In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, such measures need to be taken in 
order to reduce reliance on the use of private cars (particularly single occupancy 
journeys) and to assist in the promotion of more sustainable travel choices, in 
accordance with Policy CS28 of the Plymouth Local Development Framework 
Core Strategy (2006-2021) 2007, and to ensure that the operation of the 
Strategic Road Network is protected and that sustainable travel objectives for the 
site are managed and maintained. 
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